# 2018-2019 JABSOM Scholarship Opportunities

## Scholarships on the Common Application via STAR

*By applying for any one of the listed scholarships, you will also be considered for all of the scholarships indicated below unless you indicate “n/a”. Please take into account the scholarships’ mission and purpose when completing this common application.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scholarship Fund</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Samuro and Florence Y. Ichinose Scholarship** | 1) Recipients must be full-time, graduate students pursuing an MD degree at JABSOM  
2) Scholastic merit  
3) Hawaii resident  
4) Financial need, although not necessarily as defined by federal guidelines |
| **Medical School Scholarship Fund** | 1) Academic Merit  
2) Financial Need |
| **Wanda Jane Pavela Scholarship Fund in the John A. Burns School of Medicine** | Financial need |
| **Stella Lau In Memorial Scholarship Fund in the John A. Burns School of Medicine** | The purpose of this fund is to assist full-time students enrolled in the MD program at UH JABSOM, with preference given to those students who were born in the state of Wisconsin and then to those students who are current residents of Kailua, HI. |

*All scholarships are subject to fund availability*
Kheng See Ang, M.D. and Lawrence J. Taff Endowed Scholarship in the John A. Burns School of Medicine

The purpose of this fund is to provide scholarship assistance to full-time medical student(s) at UH JABSOM to realize his or her dream of becoming a physician. It is the donor’s hope that the medical student, upon completion of his/her training, will choose to practice in Hawai'i.

Criteria:
1) Full time medical student pursuing an MD degree at JABSOM
2) Hawaii resident
3) Merit
4) Financial need, although not necessarily as defined by federal guidelines

Elizabeth and Richard Grossman Endowed Scholarship at JABSOM

The purpose of this fund is to provide scholarship assistance to exceptionally needy medical school students who are attending or admitted to attend JABSOM; who would not otherwise be able to attend the medical school due to their limited financial circumstances. This scholarship is open to international/non-resident students.

Criteria:
1) Financial need

Mathew H.M. Lee, MD Memorial Scholarship

The scholarship has been established in recognition of Dr. Lee’s life and achievements. His major interests were in the fields of chronic disease, geriatric rehabilitation, the epidemiology of disability and chronic pain. He also authored numerous books and publications dealing with these topics and served on the editorial board of several journals. The purpose of this fund is to provide scholarships to medical students at UH JABSOM.

Criteria:
1) Recipients must be enrolled full-time as medical students pursuing a degree at JABSOM
2) Some degree of financial need, not necessarily as determined by federal guidelines
3) Academic merit

John A. Burns School of Medicine Pacific-Asian (ISS) Achievement Scholarship

The purpose of this fund is to provide scholarships to students enrolled at JABSOM who demonstrate an interest and commitment to serving the Pacific-Asian region. This scholarship is open to international/non-resident students.

Miles K. Tashima, M.D. Memorial Scholarship

The purpose of this fund is to provide scholarships to full-time medical students at UH JABSOM who graduated from a Big Island high school and demonstrate academic merit and some degree of financial need, not necessarily determined by federal guidelines.

Criteria:
1) Academic merit
2) Some degree of financial need, not necessarily determined by federal guidelines
3) Graduate of a Big Island high school
4) Medical students in any year are eligible

*All scholarships are subject to fund availability*
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Stanley M. Saiki, Jr., M.D. Memorial Scholarship
The purpose of this fund is to provide scholarships to students pursuing an MD degree at JABSOM that demonstrate financial need, although not necessarily as defined by federal guidelines.

Criteria:
1) Full-time medical students pursuing an MD degree at JABSOM
2) Academic merit
3) Financial need, although not necessarily as defined by federal guidelines

Patrick T. Lai, M.D. and Carole C. Lai Endowed Scholarship
The scholarship has been established to assist Kama‘aina students with financial need who intend to practice medicine in Hawai‘i. Dr. Lee’s career spanned nearly three decades and never wavered in his passion to cure the ill or give comfort to those suffering. He also enjoyed mentoring young doctors during rounds at Queen’s Medical Center and JABSOM.

The purpose of this fund is to provide scholarship support for Hawaii resident students pursuing an MD degree at UH JABSOM, with a preference to students who intend to practice medicine in Hawaii.

Criteria:
1) Full-time medical students pursuing an MD degree at JABSOM
2) Hawaii resident
3) Merit
4) Financial need, although not necessarily as defined by federal guidelines

Yu-Chong and Dora Lin Scholarship Endowment
The purpose of this fund is to provide scholarship support to full-time medical students at UH JABSOM who graduated from a Hawai‘i high school with a preference to students, who are the first in their family to attend medical school, or students who come from an economically disadvantaged background or students who completed the Imi Ho‘ola program.

Criteria:
1) Full-time medical students pursuing an MD degree at JABSOM
2) Hawaii resident
3) Graduate of a Hawaii high school
4) Merit
5) Financial need, although not necessarily as defined by federal guidelines

Ronald & Carol Ayabe Endowed Scholarship Fund
The purpose of this fund is to assist students and candidates for the M.D. degree at the University of Hawaii at Manoa JABSOM. Preference given to students with some financial need, not necessarily as defined by federal guidelines.

Criteria:
1) Academic merit
2) Preference to students with some degree of financial need, not necessarily as defined by federal guidelines

*All scholarships are subject to fund availability*
**Uohara Family Endowed Scholarship at the John A. Burns School of Medicine**

The purpose of this fund is to provide scholarship assistance to deserving students from the Big Island who are pursuing their MD at UH JABSOM. Applicants must hail from the Big Island of Hawai’i as determined by birth, residency, and/or high school graduation/completion and preference shall be given to those who have stated intent to practice medicine in the State of Hawai’i.

**Criteria:**
1) Must be a full-time graduate student pursuing MD degrees at UHM JABSOM
2) Financial need, although not necessarily as defined by federal guidelines
3) Must hail from the Big Island of Hawaii as determined by birth, residency, and/or high school graduation/completion
4) Preference shall be given to those who have stated an intent to practice medicine in the State of Hawaii upon completion of their training

**Ben and Dede Young Endowed Scholarship**

The purpose of this fund is to provide scholarship support to third-year medical students pursuing an MD degree at the University of Hawaii at Manoa John A. Burns School of Medicine, who demonstrate the greatest financial need.

**Criteria:**
1) Full-time, third-year medical students pursuing an MD degree at JABSOM
2) Hawaii resident
3) Merit
4) Greatest financial need, although not necessarily as defined by federal guideline

**Tarsavi Wati and Ishwar Dass ‘Imi Ho’ola Program Endowment**

The purpose of this fund is to provide scholarships to full-time medical students at the UH JABSOM who have successfully completed the ‘Imi Ho’ola Program and are now pursuing their medical degrees at JABSOM.

**Criteria:**
1) Recipients must have successfully completed the ‘Imi Ho’ola Post-Baccalaureate Program at JABSOM
2) Enrolled full-time as medical students, pursuing an MD degree at JABSOM
3) Must be in good standing as a medical student
4) Recipients may be first, second, third, or fourth-year medical students
5) Financial need, although not necessarily as defined by federal guidelines

**Ralph and Jane Hale Scholarship Fund**

This fund is established by Ralph and Jane Hale to assist medical students from Molokai or medical students with a commitment to serve the residents of Molokai.

**Criteria:**
1) Have satisfactory academic progress
2) Be residents of Molokai OR graduates of a high school in Hawaii, preferably Molokai High School
3) Express interest in or evidence of commitment to serve the Molokai community

*All scholarships are subject to fund availability*
### Colin C. McCorriston, M.D. and Helen D. McCorriston Endowed Scholarship

The purpose of this fund is to provide scholarships to assist students at the UH Manoa JABSOM. Preference shall be given to students whose intention is to pursue training in an OB-GYN post-graduate program. The prospective recipient should be an incoming Fourth Year medical student, have academic merit as demonstrated by a grade of Honors in their clinical rotations during the 3rd year of medical school, demonstrate financial need, although not necessarily as defined by federal guidelines, and is a Hawaii resident. **NOTE: Awarding of this scholarship will occur after clinical rotation grades have been posted.**

### Dr. Kekuni Blaisdell Endowed Fund for Native Hawaiian Health

The purpose of this fund is to assist students through the Native Hawaiian Center of Excellence at the John A. Burns School of Medicine (JABSOM) to increase the number of Native Hawaiian physicians in the state through improved access to educational opportunities for Native Hawaiian students pursuing careers in medicine. The prospective recipient must demonstrate satisfactory academic progress, interest or involvement in community service, leadership and/or activities related to social justice or health issues of Native Hawaiians. Preference to students of Native Hawaiian ancestry. Documentation of Native Hawaiian ancestry (e.g. birth certificate of self and Native Hawaiian parent) must be provided.

### Medical School Student Travel Grant Fund

The purpose of this fund is to provide travel grants to medical students entering their 4th year at the UH Manoa JABSOM who plan to take approved coursework on another island or out of the State of Hawaii and/or plan to do a residency application interview out of the State of Hawaii. The prospective recipient should also have good scholastic standing. This scholarship is open to international students.

### Nadine Alexander Kahanamoku Scholarship Fund

The purpose of this fund is to ensure that any student, and in particular any part-Hawaiian student, who wishes to attend the John A. Burns School of Medicine will not be turned away because of finances. The prospective recipient should have satisfactory academic performance. Preference to students of Hawaiian or part-Hawaiian ancestry. Documentation of Native Hawaiian ancestry (e.g. birth certificate of self and Native Hawaiian parent) must be provided.

**The Program hopes to:** 1) recruit Native Hawaiian students for JABSOM; 2) enrich the experience of the scholars; 3) emphasize Hawaiian culture in medical education; 4) orient the scholars to Native Hawaiian beliefs and practices as well as the holistic approach to health care; 5) create a cadre of physicians committed to providing care for and improving the health of Native Hawaiians and most importantly, 6) facilitate service to the Native Hawaiian community by having scholars participate in community service activities. Community service performed as a group (“Kahanamoku Scholars Learning Community”) is strongly encouraged. In addition, the community service is expected to take place outside of the JABSOM curriculum.

**Criteria:**

- Financial need
- Satisfactory academic performance
- Preference to students of Hawaiian or part-Hawaiian ancestry

*All scholarships are subject to fund availability*
## Miscellaneous Scholarships for JABSOM students

*These scholarships are subject to a separate application process outside of STAR. Availability of the application is announced and distributed by the JABSOM Office of Student Affairs-Financial Aid & Scholarships*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scholarship Fund</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bryan W. Wahl, MD, JD Endowed Scholarship</td>
<td>The purpose of this fund is to provide scholarship support to medical students at the UH Manoa John A. Burns School of Medicine (JABSOM). Funds shall be used for costs associated with attendance at JABSOM. Preference to <strong>first-year medical students</strong>.</td>
<td>1) Full-time medical students pursuing an MD degree at JABSOM 2) Hawaii resident 3) Merit 4) Financial need, although not necessarily as defined by federal guidelines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shigeru and May Horio Memorial Scholarship Fund</td>
<td>The purpose of this fund is to provide scholarship assistance to first-year medical students enrolled in the John A. Burns School of Medicine at the University of Hawaii at Manoa. The prospective recipient should have the level of <strong>First-Year student</strong> and have the highest unmet financial need.</td>
<td>1) Hawaii Resident 2) Financial Need</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Award for Professional Excellence in PBL</td>
<td>The purpose of this fund is to provide scholarships to medical students at JABSOM. Funds shall be used for costs associated with attendance at JABSOM. The potential recipient would be an entering <strong>second</strong> year medical student who demonstrates kindness to patients or fellow students through their teaching and interpersonal skills during PBL. The candidate would display the characteristics of becoming a compassionate and skilled professional. The candidate is nominated by either their peers, or JABSOM faculty, instructors and tutors.</td>
<td>1) Recipients must be full-time medical students at JABSOM 2) Hawaii resident 3) Recipients must be incoming 2nd year medical students</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*All scholarships are subject to fund availability*